64            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
much so that Sir William Crookes in a remarkable paper
read before one of the English scientific societies advanced
the theory of a primitive substance, named protyle,
underlying physical matter of all kinds, while now the
existence of electrons or ultimate particles is the prevail-
ing belief of Science.
Any physical object, normally visible, expands by
the application of heat which increases the vibrations of
its compound molecules, and after a certain point breaks
up and passes from its normal condition to that next above
it. Thus any substance can be transformed from the solid
to the liquid condition (i.e., can be melted, like ice into
water) and from the liquid to the gaseous (like water into
steam) by increasing the vibrations of the compound
molecules till they are shaken apart into simpler molecules,
and this process of changing from one substate to a subtler
one can be repeated by certain methods with any physical
substance till that substance is finally reduced into ultimate
physical atoms. The reason is that though all forms of
the first or atomic subdivision are built by the compression
into certain shapes of the physical atoms (typified
for the moment by bricks), to make the matter of the
next lower or second subdivision a certain number of the
physical atoms (or bricks) is first gathered together and
cemented into small blocks of four atoms (or bricks) each,
or five or more atoms each, and these blocks used as
building-stones ; while for the next lower or third subdivi-
sion the building-stones are formed by several of the blocks
of the second subdivision cemented together in certain
shapes, and so on to the lowest.
Thus all pirysical substances, gross or fine, are
found to be made up by different arrangements and
combinations of ultimate physical atoms; and the latter

